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Lenten Reading, books
for Way of Cross, etc.,
at pamphlet racks.

Tomorrow
when you go to Mass
GIVE.

Give what???
Money in the collection???
NO!!
More attention to the priest???
NO!!

GIVE to your HEAVENLY FATHER
your HEART
and
your BODY
and
tell Him
you will SERVE Him
hereafter
even
at the cost of SUFFERING.

and
with yourself GIVE the
GREATEST GIFT: CHRIST OUR LORD

HIS LOVE
HIS THANKS
HIS REPARATION
HIS PETITION

Until you do this, you have not offered the SACRIRICE of the Mass.
You have just been in a church building watching and praying.
You have not missed Mass, but you have appeared before your Father
without GIVING the best GIFT you have to offer: CHRIST and YOURSELF.

PRAYERS: (ill) mother of Sister Madeleva, C.C.C.; Eduardo Paredes (Dil)- operation.